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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to good and bad plastics and adhesives for home-brew antenna projects. Very few ham, when selecting a piece of plastic or a glue for an antenna project give any thought to how well that materials will stand up in the RF field of their new creation. Plastics are insulators; one plastic is as good as the next, they reason. NOT SO. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Would you say the same for the metals that you plan to use for an antenna. For example, would you use wire made of nichrome resistance wire – heater wire – or lead pipe? Certainly not. Some metals, although all metals are conductors, many are entirely unsuitable for making antennas. Well, so are some plastics and adhesives.But how many hams know this when the grab the hot glue gun? Is hot glue a good glue or a bad glue? Do you know? Or how about when you go to the local hardware store. Are all the pipe types in there good for making antennas? 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is an an example of antenna project that I’ve been showing recently. It’s a magnetic loop that isn’t made from all-metal, yet it works just as well  made from plastic pipe and self-adhesive aluminum foil tape. I showed this loop as the last Expo. You can find a 2 and 6-meter version of this design in the current ARRL new hams’ magazine, On the Air.



BAND Tuning Capacitor

Dual Linear Capacitors

FINE Tuning Capacitor

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As some of you may already know, it uses an inexpensive double tuning capacitor, an inside internal sliding pipe section across the gap for fine tuning, and a PVC pipe half round section on top as a band set capacitor. We’ll also see some changes I’ve made to this design later, based on the concepts of this presentation.



This loop and two buddies  
taught me a major lesson about

GOOD and BAD plastics
in antenna building

Rob Jahnke K0XL Loop Design
K5DCC Denny Johnson Loop Builder/User

              

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Two good ham buddies, Rob K0XL and Denny K5DCC helped me learn a surprising and important lesson about plastics and adhesives in building ham antennas. Both built loops of the above design with good results.



• Polar and Non-Polar
       Plastics
• Dissipation Factor  DF 
       Loss Tangent  δ
                          (delta) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The lesson begins here with a paraphrase of Mozart, “Eine kleine Nacht Physik,” a little polymer physics.Basically, in the universe, there are two kinds of molecules: POLAR and NON-POLAR.Polar molecules manifest high loss in an RF field, called Dissipation Factor, DF, or expressed another way, Loss Tangent, delta. Non-polar molecules have low loss. 



A Water Molecule
POLAR MOLECULE
(Non-Symmetric)

• Electrons share orbits
• Spend more time 

around Oxygen Atom

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A close-to-home example is water. Water is a polar molecule. As you can see, it is NON symmetric. As the electrons share the outer orbits of the three atoms, they spend more time around the Oxygen atom, making that side of the molecule more negative or polarized.
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(PTFE)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a non-polar plastic polymer molecule, Teflon or PTFE, one of the best RF plastics. High quality connectors, wire and PC board material often use Teflon as the dielectric or insulation.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another non-polar plastic polymer is polyethylene. It is inexpensive, widely available and is an excellent building material for ham antenna projects. It is commonly found in two varieties high and low density



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another form of polyethylene is available in hardware stores, PEX pipe – extensible polyethylene. It has the same low loss properties as high-density polyethylenePEX comes in two types, Type A is quite flexible. Type B is more rigid and better for antenna construction projects.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Straightening PEX-B pipe can be a little difficult, however, but allowing it to lie out in the sun for a few days inside a metal pipe and rotating it once or twice will do the trick.Most thermoplastics like PEX are solids at room temperature, but with a little extended heat they will reform and cool off in another shape. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In contrast, here is PVC -- polyvinyl chloride, the hams’ favorite building material. Note the single chlorine atom that makes PVC a polar plastic. And as we will see, caution needs to be observed in using it for some antenna building applications, especially at higher frequencies.
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Dissipation Factor
Loss Tangent δ

Energy lost (to heat) 
When it’s a dielectric

•  If δ is 0°, loss is zero

•  If δ is 90°, loss is 100 %

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Plastics in an RF field consume some power as heat. In tables of plastics, you will see the loss expressed as either of two equivalent values – dissipation factor (DF) or loss tangent (δ delta).For those of you who like a little math, both values compare the AC or RF resistance of the material in Ohms to the Loss reisitance also in Ohms. Dissipation factor is just a simple ratio of the two. Loss tangent expresses the value as an angle of the two plotted at right angles. All that is important in either, however, is the lower the better.  
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a table to keep handy. The pink items are common 3D printing plastics. The gray items are common adhesives.Notice that the only good 3D printing plastics is polypropylene, and the only good adhesive is clear silicon sealant. Epoxy and hot glue exhibit considerably more loss.The popular 3D printing plastics PLA, ABS and Nylon are high loss. Common PC board is also high loss. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here now is where we’ll see dissipation factor or loss tangent at work. The following was a surprise.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It showed up in the initial prototype version of this clever six and 10-meter magnetic loop antenna with a 3D printed capacitor and copper sheet plates by Rob Jahnke K0XL  Fine tuning is at the bottom of the 3 printed part. Band and coarse tuning is at the top. Both adjustments use nylon screws. What we discover was corrected in this final version by moving the upper screw upward out of the RF field.



Nylon
Screw 

The first version

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the prototype the coarse-tune nylon screw was originally placed right in the gap in the loop where the ends of the loop overlap and where the field is most intense.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But when power was applied, dissipation factor in the nylon screw reared it ugly head.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the effect dissipation factor, a jet of nylon, a polar plastic.



Hybrid 2 ft. Mag Loop
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I now am in the process of redesigning my 10-meter, 6-meter PVC mag loop, to use PEX-B pipe in the top section. Again, PEX is extensible polyethylene, a low-loss non-polar plastic.It will be cemented to the remainder of the PVC loop with Gorilla Glue and electrically connected with three strips of aluminum tape around the corners.



Outside
Capacitor

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the outside band-set capacitor, instead of  a half round section of PVC pipe I will use a half round section of low-density polyethylene squeeze bottle, readily available on the internet or from an empty polyethylene bottle from around the house.



PVC ABS 
DWV

OKAY      NO!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To conclude, there is one particular plastics prohibition to observe. Do no use black ABS DWV (drain-waste-vent) pipe or fittings found at most hardware stores for antennas in RF environments. ABS plastic of itself is not an especially good RF plastic but as DWV pipe is totally unsuitable. To make DWV pipe is resistant to ultraviolet light in sunlight it contains carbon particles.  



Take Away
Avoid just where the field is 
intense
Example, inside a mag loop’s 
pipes covered with foil, there is 
no field.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a rule of thumb. Not everywhere in an antenna is the field intense, such as at the feedpoint or the ends. There the plastic or the glue does not matter as much.Or as I show here, inside the PVC pipes of my foil covered magnetic loop design, there is no field. At the top of the one I showed earlier, with the twin capacitors, there is, however considerable field. That’s why I have changed the PVC pipe to PEX pipe.



Take Away
• PLA, ABS, PET, Nylon
• PVC, Plexiglass (acrylic), PCB
• Polypropylene

• Hot glue, Epoxy
• Silicon Sealant .

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a basic antenna builder’s list. For you 3D printers, you may use PLA and ABS and PET, but keep them away from intense RF fields. For other 3D plastics, research the loss tangent or the dissipation factor on the internet before using.For more ordinary construction use caution with PVC, Plexiglass – acrylic – and printed circuit board.For adhesives, it is best to use clear silicone sealant where possible. It is strong but flexible. Hot glue and epoxy have high loss and should be kept away from intense RF fields.



Take Away
If you wouldn’t use 

Nichrome wire for an 
antenna, don’t think all 

plastics and glues are the 
same either!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So if you wouldn’t use resistance wire for an antenna, neither should you use any old plastic or glue.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, before taking questions, you can reach me at the above email address and you can download all these slides from my website by adding slash slides.Also, if you would care to have me give this presentation at your radio club meeting by Zoom, you will also find information on w6nbc.com
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